UK Campus Closed Thursday and Friday; UK HealthCare Clinics and Hospitals Open
Feb. 18, 2015

UK Family,

With projections of record-low temperatures and dangerous wind-chill levels, we will be closing the UK campus Thursday and Friday, Feb. 19 and 20.

UK HealthCare hospitals at Chandler and Good Samaritan, as well as our clinics, will remain open under normal operating procedures.

I want to ask everyone to use considerable caution during this period. As a community, we are dealing with temperatures and conditions of a historic nature.

Even brief exposure to the elements can result in frost-bite or other serious conditions.

I am deeply appreciative to scores of people throughout the UK HealthCare system who are sacrificing day and night to keep these vital health centers open and operating for those who need our care and healing most.

I am also thankful for so many on our staff, faculty and among our students who have continued to work incredibly hard to keep our campus safe and operating.

I want to in advance thank many of those same people who will continue working over the next several days to keep residence halls, dining and other facilities open during this challenging period.

As always, you can go to www.uky.edu/alerts for the latest information and schedules.

Thank you again for your efforts and all you do on behalf of the University of Kentucky and those we serve.

Eli Capilouto